








as far removed as possible from the attachment point for any guy wire system. The 
angle of slope for the elements of the DX-A should be such that they are not the same 
angle as made by any guy wires or other wire antennas (see Figure No. 5)! To help 
lessen interaction between the DX-A and other wires, it  is wise to provide as much 
separation as possible (see figure NO. 6). THE DX-A  wire elements may be so arranged as 
to disect the angles made by guy wires. Guy wires should be electrically broken by the 
inclusion of insulators. In some few instances, it may be necessary to employ the use or 
a modest antenna tuner to allow some solid state transmitters to fully load.

*The mounting height for the DX-A is not critical. The DX-A is a super good low angle 
radiator  (highly desired for DX work). We have many users with the DX-A mounted as 
low as  25  feet,  and  achieving  excellent  results  on  the  air!  Mounting  height  for  the 
attachment of the bracket is best left to the decision of the end user and the support 
structure to be used for the DX-A.

"The DX-A has been designed for use on an unguyed metal tower with a beam on top. 
The  beam provides  a  capacity  hat  effect  and  helps  to  tune  the  Twin  Sloper.  Other 
installation types will require the use of an outboard wide range antenna tuner.

-TWIN SLOPER HINTS & KINKS—
* If  at all possible, tape your  coaxial feedline to the tower leg (or other support structure). This offers 
strain relief for the feedline.

* The Alpha Delta TWIN SLOPER has the ability to be used on the 10, 18, 24 MHz bands. 
A small antenna tuner may be needed in some instances with solid state transceivers to 
allow proper loading. The TWIN SLOPER is also a good choice for SWL while using one of 
the latest transceivers with general coverage receive.

* For field day or temporary installations: We suggest the use of a counterpoise wire 
attached to the aluminum mounting bracket and directed to a driven ground rod.

*  We recommend that  you install  one of  our world famous Alpha  Delta "Transitrap" 
lightning protection devices in your  new "Twin Sloper" coaxial  feedline.  Check with 
your Alpha Delta dealer for information and pricing on our broad array of "Transitraps"!

* Please note: during the initial tune-up phase, when "folding back" the tip ends of the 
160 and 80 meter elements, there is a smalt amount of capacitance introduced. This will 
have some  effect  on tuning and the actual  resonant  frequency points  on these two 
bands.  While  folding  back  the  element  ends  is  a  wise  practice  Initially,  for final 
installation these ends should be clipped to proper length.

Once again, THANK YOU and good DX'ing.

ALPHA DELTA COMMUNICATIONS, INC.











Alpha Delta Model DX-B, 160, 80, 40 and 30 meters 

Installation notes: 

 

 Review the Model DX-A notes and installation requirements as they apply 

to the Model DX-B. Also, see the included sloper “HOW TO” document. 

 

 Refer to Figure 1: The DX-B aluminum mounting bracket will have to be 

drilled for a U bolt (user supplied) to fit your particular tower leg or 

installation method. It should be noted that if your tower is of the sectional 

type, like Rohn, then the bracket may be fitted to one of the sectional bolts 

by removing the nut and placing the bracket hole over the bolt and re-

installing the nut. In this case, no other hole need be drilled in the bracket 

as one hole has already been drilled at the factory. 

 

 The Model DX-B has been designed for use on an un-guyed metal tower or 

support, with a good ground return path to its grounded base mount. If the 

support base is not grounded, proper ground rod or rods will need to be 

installed and attached. There should be an HF size horizontal aluminum 

type beam on top (like a 20 meter beam or HF tri-bander) to serve as a 

“capacity hat” for proper tuning, lowest SWR and effective performance. 

Small 10 meter beams, 6 meter beams, cubical quads, beams with retracted 

elements, VHF beams or TV type antennas do not provide enough 

aluminum “square area” to serve this purpose. 

 

 Non metal supports (trees, wood or fiberglass poles or attachments to roof 

peaks or to roof TV masts) MAY provide effective performance if a large 

gauge (#10 or larger) “down-lead” wire is attached to the sloper bracket 

with stainless hardware to an additional drilled hole in the bracket by the 

user. This down-lead wire must be run to a ground rod with an array of at 

least 4, 30 ft. radials also attached to the same ground rod. In addition a 

wide range tuner with a 10:1 tuning range must be employed. The tuner in 

your transceiver does not have adequate tuning range for this application. 

Check with your dealer for recommendations for wide range tuners. 

 

 

INSTALLATION & TUNING INSTRUCTIONS (also see DX-A for ref):  





 coax connector feed point and mounting bracket. Drill 2nd 
hole in bracket to fit tower leg or support. Use U bolt. (fig 1)                               

         
40 meter element

antenna slope approx. 45 degrees (fig 2)

                                                
30 meter ele.

                    80 meter element

                                    160 meter element                                        

Before installing the sloper, run the 23 ft. (30 meter) element wire through the 
spacers as shown, equally spacing the spacers along the wire. Use 6 in. lengths of 

solid conductor stiff wire as “twist arounds” around the antenna wire and spacer, or 
plastic to plastic adhesive in the thru-holes to secure the antenna wires in the spacers to 
prevent movement in wind.

Be sure there is a good ground return path down through the metal support (tower or 
mast) to ground, AND a good ground from the sloper bracket to the metal support (mast 
or tower leg). Use a number 10 or larger “down lead” wire to ground (ground rod) from 
the sloper bracket if the antenna is attached to a non-metal support. This will also be 
necessary for crank-up type towers or supports. For proper tuning, there must be a HF 
size beam on top of the sloper, 4-6 ft. above it, as shown, to act as a “capacity hat”. This 
is true for any quarter wave sloper. However, a “capacity hat” is not necessary for 1/2 
wave dipoles. See details in the enclosed documents or on our WEB site.

If any other installation is used, that is, without a HF beam on top as a capacity hat, you 
MUST use an external wide range antenna tuner (10 to 1 tuning range) for proper 
tuning. A wide range tuner is suggested for any installation, as a convenience, to 
minimize VSWR and to “broaden out” the SWR bandwidth of the antenna. If you employ 
a tuner, just use the tuner for adjustments and the antenna does not need to be 
trimmed. Let the tuner do the work. SWR losses on these lower (160-30 meter) bands 
will be essentially immeasurable (typically less than 1 dB, when using good coax, for 
SWRs up to about 7:1, thru 30 meters). Use a tuner of efficient design with a wide 
tuning range. Check the charts in the ARRL antenna Book or other sources for this data.
 

                                             Model DX-B installation (figures 1 and 2 combined)








